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•Why are we doing
the ATLAS experiment?

•How does one probe such
ll l 10-19 t ?small scales as 10 19 meter?

•How does ATLAS detect
elementary particles?elementary particles?

•What does it take to build
a detector like ATLAS?

•Where is ATLAS situated?
•When will ATLAS run?

Now the smallest Particles of Matter may cohere by the strongest Attractions and compose bigger Particles of weakerNow the smallest Particles of Matter may cohere by the strongest Attractions, and compose bigger Particles of weaker
Virture.... There are therefore Agents in Nature able to make the Particles of Bodies stick together by very strong
Attraction. And it is the Business of experimental Philosophy to find them out. [Isaac Newton, Optics (1680)] 



Why?Why?
To understand part of this, we have to turn our attention in the other direction, namely cosmology!



Why?Why?
Latest years research in supernova has told us, that something funny is going on in the Universe! 



Why?Why?
Contrary to what is (high-)schools all over the world, the world is NOT made of atoms! They hardly take part. 

WHAT!!!



So?
If the Universe is NOT made from atoms, what is it then
made of?
• Dark matter candidates:

- Black holes (no – way too few).
B k d di ti ( t littl )- Background radiation (no – way too little).

- Planets (no – also way too few).
- Weakly Interacting Massive Particles (WIMPs)…Weakly Interacting Massive Particles (WIMPs)…

PERHAPS! Super Symetric Particles!

• Dark energy (don’t ask – we have no clue!)



How?How?
How does one probe such small scales as quarks and leptons? And why the large size of the bloody ring?



What?
Wh i h ATLAS i ll l ki f ? A d h f d i h ?What is the ATLAS experiment actually looking for? And how often does it happen?

So we know that there is “something” 
out/in there, looking like a Higgs.



How?How?
How does one probe such small scales as quarks and leptons? And why the large size of the bloody ring?

This is the very reason why we have triggers!



Why?y
Why so large?



Why?y
Why so large?



How Fast?How Fast?
How fast does the detector response have to be? And to know what signals belonged to an event?



What (a mess).



SoSo…
In order for ATLAS to work, the detector has to be:
•Very fast.
•Radiation hard.
•Precise•Precise.
•Redundant.
•Hermetic.Hermetic.
•Robust.
•Aligned.
•Cheap!!!



SoSo…
In order for ATLAS to work, the detector has to be:
•Very fast.
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Haha… no such thing as an ideal detector!!!

However, for 20 years people have been thinking,
planning, designing, testing, building a realistic detector.



How?How?
How does an experiment like ATLAS detect elementary particles? And what are we up against?



HowHow
How does ATLAS do tracking? 



What?What?
What does a real tracking detector look like? And what to take into account when building such things?



How?
How does CMS (the competitor experiment to ATLAS) do calorimetry? 



How?
How does ATLAS do calorimetry? 



Where?W e e?
The actual ATLAS detector is situated deep underground precisely in the middle of the LHC ring.



Where?W e e?
The actual ATLAS detector is situated deep underground precisely in the middle of the LHC ring.



Where?W e e?
The actual ATLAS detector is situated deep underground precisely in the middle of the LHC ring.



What?What?
What is the current situation, how much can we see, and what is going on down there?





What?
What do we expect to see? What does Higgs events look like and how does one search for the Higgs?What do we expect to see? What does Higgs events look like, and how does one search for the Higgs?



When?When?
When will the ATLAS experiment take place? Well, that depends on the accelerator(s), mainly LHC.



SSo…

•ATLAS is near completion and starting to take cosmics.
•So far, no devastating problems have been encountered.

Th “LHC h ” i t ti t d•The “LHC hype” is starting to spread.
•5000+ researchers like boys at Christmas.

I’m proud to be part of ATLAS,
and look forward to showing you.


